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Summary: A major step backward and
added risks to the nation’s economic
development
Twenty years ago most policy makers worked on the assumption that the
telecommunications industry was a natural monopoly. A single supplier in the
industry was seen as a natural outcome. However, given concerns about
possible abuse of monopoly power and concern to ensure universal provision,
the prevailing policy view was that such services should be provided by a
Government-owned entity.

These assumptions have changed over the past 20 years. Monopoly elements
only exist in some parts of the industry, and probably are not indefinite. And
universal delivery of standard service can mostly be met as a commercial
undertaking to the vast bulk of Australian users. Any remaining users who may
be non-commercial can be effectively cross-subsidised under specific
arrangements.

On this new understanding market delivery can be effective in the bulk of the
industry and the Government involvement in the industry can be targeted to the
specific areas where market provision is less effective. That is certain network
access, competition regulation and USO delivery in non-commercial areas. If
these specific arrangements are effective then the whole industry does not need
to be constrained by monopoly provision or Government ownership.

Trend has been to separate roles of Government and market

This is the key overarching trend of 20 years of telecommunications industry
development: to target Government involvement to specific areas where it is best
needed, and liberalise the rest of the industry. This single trend has allowed the
industry to become far more productive over a period of 20 years. It has allowed
the removal of barriers between factors which influence the supply of services on
one hand, and the development of service features which best meet user needs
on the other.

The proposal for structural separation of Telstra into a wholesale company and a
services company is a backward step in this long term development. It would
create a barrier in the market between supply decisions and end-user demand.
The barrier would become increasingly more significant and more of a constraint
given the convergence of telecommunications infrastructure and services with
more service features embedded in the network itself.

Instead, there are better ways of meeting the requirements for effective
competition and provision of universal service. The focus of effective
competition needs to be on ensuring network access is as efficient as possible.
Further, structural change is needed to make third tier players more effective in
the long term. However, this matter is more appropriately dealt with by investors
and thecapital markets rather than Government.

In addition there are a number of practical difficulties in any implementation of
such a proposal given the state of development of the sector. For instance,
there is a practical constraint in drawing a barrier between services and network.
There would be significant implications for other network investors. There are
likely to be significant compensation issues for investors in Telstra and possibly
other companies. In any case, it would not solve the competition and regulation
issues butsimply replace them with new competition and regulation issues.

In summary the proposal to split Telstra into a services company and a network
company would be a backward step, inefficient, ineffective and unnecessary. It
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would significantly inhibit the development of the industry, to the detriment of the

nation economically and socially.

Three sections in this submission

This submission is in three parts. The first part of this submission provides a
brief analysis of the economic structure of the telecommunications industry,
including an overview of why the industry is where it is. The key purpose of this
brief analysis is to show that:

• it is important for the development of competition in the industry to have
effective network access rules;

• enforced structural separation does not necessarily lead to effective
access and has a range of other negative consequences.

In this section we also draw outsome of the differences between key economic
features in the telecommunications, road and electricity industries. The purpose
of this is to highlight that while separation of infrastructure and services may
work in the road and electricity markets the significant difference is that in
telecommunications key service features are built into network infrastructure,
and this is an increasing trend. Enforced separation in telecommunications, for
instance, may be more comparable in its impact on services to thatof
nationalising transport fleets. (Much of this section is drawn from analysis we
have previously published.)

The second part of this submission outlines some particular concerns with the
proposal for structural separation. The proposal is notwell defined and some of
the assumptions behind it are questionable. The section highlights a range of
economic efficiency concerns which are likely to arise from implementing such a
policy. (Some of this section is also drawn from analysis we have previously
published.)

The third part responds to the key points listed in the terms of reference for the
Inquiry. In summary, wesee no merit in the proposal despite its concern for
improving competitive and social outcomes. We think the opposite; that the
industry would be made significantly less effective in contributing to the nation’s
economic and social needs.
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I Economic structure of the
telecommunications industry
In order to demonstrate some significant concerns with the proposal to separate
Telstra into a core network business and a services company it is useful to
summarise the main fundamental economic features of the telecommunications
industry structure. Once this is done it is easy to see some of the risks inherent
in forcing a separation between network and services. Also, it is useful to note
some material differences between the telecommunications industry and the
electricity and road industries in terms of theway in which each best provides
services to their users. These differences help explain their different structures
including why telecommunications companies are better off if they integrate
services and network into a single operation.

Not a natural monopoly anymore ... if it ever was

Until the early 1980s, most governments and regulators viewed
telecommunications as a natural monopoly. A widespread view was that it would
be cheaper for one company to provide all telecommunications output than if
more than one were involved in producing the required output. This is shown in
Figure 1 in the region where the long run average cost (LRAC) of the industry is
lower with one telco than if there was more than one.

Figure 1: Where is average cost lower with a single company?

$

Industry LRAC
With two firms

NB: LRAC Is long run averagecost Vol / services

Source: MRE, Sharkey 1982

Indeed, telecommunications was viewed as having such strong economies of
scale, dominated by infrastructure costs (Figure 2), that LRAC would keep
reducing as output increased indefinitely. The view was inherently self-fulifilling.
The limit to optimal size for companies in general is that they become too big or
too complex to be operated efficiently. At some point organisational constraints
cause LRAC to increase. This dis-economy wasn’t tested in the
telecommunications sector because output was largely uniform until the late
1980s.

Industry LRAC
with one firm

Region of ~natural”
monopoly
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Figure 2: natural monopoly used to be everywhere in telcos

$

Source: MRE, July 02, Sharkey, 1982

Vol / services

LRAC of infrastructure
(or network service)
provision

The incumbent telecoms monopolies in the period up to the 1980s had little
incentive to allow unconstrained service volume or rapidly expand service range,
in part because this would test the limits of their organisational efficiency. While
telcos produced the same black dial phone and standard service for everyone,
arguably average costs did decrease as output increased. With a focus on
engineering production rather than marketing of differentiated service, their
organisational limits were never tested. They had limited incentive to solve more
complex service needs orproduce differentiated service to met different needs.

Bill Sharkey, an economist at AT&T Bell Labs, challenged this view in 1980.
Thiswas at a time when AT&T was under investigation by the US Justice
Department for anti-competitive behaviour. In his book, “The Theory of Natural
Monopoly”, which dealt with telecommunications economics, he noted the cost
function could be divided into plant (or infrastructure) costs, and firm (or
organisational) costs (Figure 3). Infrastructure costs are those related to the
technology of production of network services. Organisational costs are those
related transactions or organisation of activities in the company.

Sharkey demonstrated that, of the two parts of the cost function, the
organisational costs are more fundamental. Even if the plant or infrastructure
costs are such that it is cheaper for only one facility to be provided “it is
conceiveable that more than one firm could operate in a workable competitive
market”. Companies would simply need to find a way to share infrastructure
costs orshare aspects of the production process.
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Figure 3: . . .until customer service was distinguished from network

Totsi LRAC

LRAC OrganI~otion

Source: MRE, July 02, Sharkey, 1982

LRAC Infro~trootsro

Vol / services

This view was a substantial breakthrough that had (and continues to have) a
profound effect on the structure and regulation of the telecommunications sector.
It meant that competition could occur between telecommunications service
providers if they had equal access to the infrastructure, where the economies of
scale were. With the right access agreement, the industry could experience
many of the benefits of competition (choice, responsiveness, service diversity,
service price pressure) but still get the benefit of lower infrastructure costs as
volumes increased (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Competition in service provision

$

Source: MRE, July 02, Sharkey, 1982

Once they had access to the incumbent’s network, competitors frequently found
it worthwhile to invest in their own infrastructure to some extent. Importantly, this
allowed them a greater measure of control over their own services and service
development.

During the 1990s there were huge advances in telecommunications technology
(optic fibre, digitisation, wireless technology), largely broughtabout by
competition, which lowered the LRAC of infrastructure. Similarly, advances in
information technology lowered the costs of information processing and

LRAC 1

Vol / services
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database technologies, and so lowered the LRAC of organisational activities. In
principle this made larger telecommunications companies more economic.

In practice, companies that tried to build businesses by acquisition (AT&T,
Worldcom, BT) struggled to integrate systems and cultures to realise these
potential scale benefits. In contrast Telstra has grown as an integrated company
far more organically. Its true that its relatively few small acquisitions have often
failed to become well integrated but, in any case, these haven’t been a big
burden on the company. Whether Telstra is more efficient as an integrated telco
has not been tested as much as its overseas counterparts have because it has
not faced the same competition and balance sheet pressures.

Access is the key to competition, but it is hard to get right

The largest part of the debate in telecommunications regulatory economics over
the past20 years has been: What are the appropriate access arrangements to
encourage the most efficient industry outcomes? In particular: What is the
appropriate price to charge various service providers for network access?

There are no easy answers to these questions. The industry has enormous
scale and scope economics as well as a history of incumbency. It has gone
through rapid development through the 1990s and subsequent slow down but
retains a central role in modern economies. In this context, the current debate
on the appropriate form of accounting orstructural separation is another step in
a long running issue of how to encourage competition in an industry in which it is
difficult to compete without scale orscope. No given outcome is likely to satisfy
all industry players.

Two key policy issues which would arise in the structural separation proposal
deserve some consideration.

1. Long run incremental cost (LRIC) of network access is usually less than
long run average cost (LRAC) in this industry. Current access prices
are based on LRIC. Any shortfall in recovering all network costs from
access is inherently met by Telstra (the integrated entity) but is offset by
the economic gain from integrating network and services. In contrast, if
structural separation went ahead it is likely to lead to higher access
charges if there is a requirement for full cost recovery on the network
business. This might spell the end for many struggling

3
rd tier carriers.

2. Convergence of telecommunications and content activities (including
media, Internet and IT) is already occuring. Networks already allow a
great deal of additional service capability beyond simply transmitting
data. The next generation of networks will support a much greater
integration of services. Structural separation would slow down these
service developments and may inhibit them altogether in some areas.

1. Structural separation could well lead to an increase in network
access charges
In most countries regulators have adopted a total service long run incremental
cost (IS LRIC) rule for access pricing. Being averaged over increments of
output, LRIC is typically somewhere above LR marginal cost butbelow LR
average cost. Typically LRIC exclude costs unrelated to access, allows some
discount for volume of traffic provided by the access seeker and then averages
the remaining cost across all access usage to get a unit interconnection price.

For most infrastructure where access is required the relevant volume of capacity
will be in the range of capacity where there are increasing returns to scale. This
means interconnection prices based on LRIC will be less than the LRAC of an
equivalent level of traffic (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: LR Incremental Cost < LR Average Cost

$ LRMC

LRAC

b

a

Vol / services

Source: MRE, July 02, Sharkey, 1982

If structural separation used transferprices based on the existing interconnection
price rule, then it seems unlikely that the Telstra network business would earn an
economic profit. Charges would need to increase to recover costs on average.
We don’t have the available data to be sure of the extent of access price
increase but, as a guide using rough estimates, network access charges may
increase by between 25% and 50%.

Access price increases would be greater if the network business become less
efficient. Thisseems likely both because key activities would be duplicated and
because it would not be subject to market pressure to improve performance.

2. Convergence is coming...Telstra is re-organising to meet it

Digital traffic can be stored and processed as well as transmitted. This means
telecommunication networks can do more than just send information and allow
people to talk to each other. Increasingly telecommunications networks can offer
database, IT, contentand media services as well as traditional
telecommunications service. Even the nature of traditional fixed line telephone
services may change as voice traffic moves to an IP transmission and delivery
mechanism.

Much of the costs of these incremental services will be separable and
attributable to them. However a large part of the costs are joint with
transmission services given synergies in collocation, network configuration,
operational support systems, customer information systems and various
management activies. In principle this gives a good deal of economic advantage
to a fully integrated carrier, much of it reflected in emerging service packages.

Market analysts and investors have been critical of Telstra in the past fornot
organising itself to draw out these gains and share them between customers (in
lower priced packages) and investors (in improved returns). In the pastyear or
so we have seen Telstra begin to draw out these benefits with projects to
improve internal processes, combine databases and offer more considered
service bundles. It has also re-organised itself to better draw out the gains from
operating as an integrated services and network company.

There may be still some way to go in this trend butat least it is heading in the
right direction. Structural separation would undo and reverse these gains.

x
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Figure 6: LRAC of convergence: increasingly complex

$

A CL~C

LRAC Content

Vol / services
Note: Long run average cost (LRAC) comprises infrastructure, content and
organisational costs

Source: MRE, July02

Regulation shouldn’t prevent economic benefits being exploited

It’s a widely recognized principle that the purpose of regulation is not to stop a
company exploiting economies of scope orscale. The national economy is
belier off if these are exploited. The point of regulation is to stop these economic
benefits being abused, say by monopolistic pricing oranti-competitive behaviour.
The point of pro-competitive access regulation such as Part XIC and supported
by accounting separation is to allow, as far as possible, other competitors to
exploit these benefits as far as practicable. The point of specific pro-competitive
market conduct regulation such as Part XIB (again supported by accounting
separation) is to prevent the incumbent from using its market power to inhibit
competitors from exploiting these benefits as far as practicable.

Competing telcos may never achieve the same access and economic benefits
from Telstra’s network that Telstra has. Instead, theyshould develop their own
competitive advantages in services or in particular geographic or customer
segments supplementing these with incremental investment in infrastructure.
This is perhaps a key reason why third tier players have not developed into
effective competitors. Many (but notall) are overly reliant on network access,
have done little to differentiate their strategies and have not invested sufficiently
or in a co-ordinated way in capital infrastructure. In the latest reported results
aggregate capital investment has fallen below 10% of sales, un unsustainable
level (Table 1). (Note our data does not include spending by Nextgen, a
significant network backbone project.) Our point is competition issues have
more to do with competitors’ approaches than the effciciency of network access
rules, albeit these are crictical.

B LRAC
Organisatlonal

LRAC Infrastructure
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Table 1: Indicative third tier performance trends by half year

Indicator by half
(6 monthsending) Jun-01 Dec-01

Change
onpp (%) Jun-02

Change
on pp (%)

Revenue($m) 1,218.8 1,275.8 4.7 1,252.5 (1.8)
Revenue (ex TELNZA) 456.6 500.0 9.5 529.6 5.9
EBITDA($m) (1.5) 21.1 n.a. 104.9 n.a.
EBITDA(exTELNZP~) (55.8) (18.3) n.a. 20.3 n.a.
EBITDA margin (%) (0.1) 1.6 n.a. 8.3 na.
EBITDA margin (ex TELNZA) (12.2) (3.7) n.a. 3.8 n.a.
Capex($m) 498.0 211.9 (57.5) 122.2 (42.3)

Capex(exTELNZA) 176.5 116.0 (34.3) 45.0 (61.2)
Capex/sales ratio (%) 40.9 16.6 (59.4) 9.8 (116.4)
Capex/sales (ex TELNZA)
Source: Company reports for e

38.6
leven carriers,

23.2
MRE, Janu

n.a.
ary 2003

8.5 n.a.

Telecommunications is different to road and electricity
industries

The views that suggests Telstra should be restructured into separate services
and network companies reflects to some extent separation models in other
infrastructure industries such as road transport and electricity networks. The
view is that in these industries, operation and maintenance of the network is a
distinct set of activities from the provision of services. (Network construction is
more evidently a separable operation, requiring distinct skills, which could be
conducted at arms-length on a project basis. The related activities may or may
notextend to design and project management.)

The separation of network operation from service delivery is more self evident of
road networks where the skills of operating and maintaining roads combine a
number of engineering and systems skills. Theseare typically quite different
from the organisational skills required to run transport and delivery companies or
taxi and bus companies for example. There is some linkage as efficiency and
safety of transport and travel require co-ordination between the road authorities
and transport companies. Nevertheless, these can be reasonably achieved on
an arms-length basis by negotiation or rules.

Vehicles, not networks, differentiate road transport supplier

However, most of the service attributes important in various road transport
services rely far less on ownership and control of the road, but fundamentally on
the vehicle used to supply each different type of transport service. Indeed, it
would probably be impossible to maintain a sufficient standard of service and
differentiation of service if the transport service provider did not also own, orat
least control, the appropriate vehicle.

A linkage between infrastructure control and service provision may be less clear
in the case of electricity where service provision to business users and end
consumers relies far more on customer management skills than control of
appropriate infrastructure. In Australia various electricity industry structures are
being explored, some of which integrate generation, distribution and retail
service delivery, and some ofwhich separate these. Given electricity is a fairly
generic service, it may be that infrastructure control does notgive much
economic benefit compared with being a specialist retail service provider.
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Table 2: Relative serv ice attributes

Service attributes Road
transport Electricity Telecommunications

Safety Priority High Low

Service range High Low High
Service differentiation High Low High

Reliability High High High
Source: MRE analysis

In telecommunications, network access is a more important feature...

Fundamentally, there are two related reasons why the telecommunications
industry is better structured if there is significant integration between network
provision and service delivery. These reflect significant differences in both
provisioning activities and service attributes compared with the road transport
and electricity industries. First, the activities of running a telecommunications
network are far more integrated with those of providing telecommunications
services than in the other two industries. For example, there is a far more
continuous network provisioning to meet specific service requirements than is
the case in the electricity or road industries. Service prioritisation and service
level guarantees require a high level of operational control of the network.
Service level agreements are a key feature of business service — but require
some network control.

Second, theattributes of a telecommunications service which give them value
are quite wide ranging and vary to some extent for different market segments.
The range of services offered by the telecommunications industry is far greater
and turns over more rapidly than the electricity industry. This requires more
routine access to network for upgrade purposes. The road transport industry
may have a greater service range, but service providers in that industry have the
option of upgrading or varying vehicles to meet different needs. Usually theycan
do this without having to liaise with the network operator.

.so it should be open access, but not separated access

The interaction of network and service activities in telecommunications is
increasing in importance as the next generation of networks are rolled out.
These networks are increasingly capable of storage and processing as well as
transmission. The design, development and deployment of services which
exploit this widening capability requires an increase in interaction between
network and services, rather than a separation.

Of course, in a competitive industry, other carriers and service providers need to
be able to exploit the benefit of these network activities as well as the incumbent.
They need to determine where best to locate and how best to design, install and
operate their own switching, database and information processing equipment.
To a significant extent they will want to own and operate this equipment and
much of their own transmission equipment. However, as they lack the network
capacity of the incumbent, they will also require equal access to Telstra’s
network, to complete their service provision.
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2 Structural Separation would be a backward step

The structural separation proposal is not well defined

The structural separation proposal would see Telstra split into a wholesale
network company and a retail services company. (We shall refer to the former
as Telstra Network and the latter as Telstra Services.) We take this to mean that
the services business would ultimately be privately-owned while the network
business would remain majority owned, ultimately fully-owned by the
Government.

The Inquiry Terms of Reference refer to a reduction in “the Commonwealth’s
current shareholding in Telstra’s non-network business”. The full effects of the
proposed split might vary depending on the ownership and constraints placed on
the two businesses. Notably:

• Presumably, the Government would aim to sell out of the services
company completely. There is no regulatory orsocial reason for
ongoing ownership. (Indeed, the same can be said about Telstra as it
stands since majority ownership is not required for regulatory orsocial
reasons.)

• In contrast, presumably the Government should aim for full ownership of
the network company if it is to run this for regulatory purposes, as this
would lead it to act in a mannerwhich is oppressive to Telstra Network’s
minority private shareholders. (It could sell the company and regulate
access, but one purpose of structural separation is to not have to
regulate access. Isn’t it?)

These points are noted because ownership and owners and managers
objectives differ in the case of private and public ownership. Thus, ownership
matters would compound the efficiency issues and affect the valuation and
compensation issues. However, some of the main issues which are undefined in
the proposal are:

• Whether the Telstra Services business would be prevented from
investing in network infrastructure, and whether it would be obliged to
use the Government-owned Telstra Network’s wholesale services or
could buy from network competitors.

• Presumably other telecommunications carriers’ networks would not be
nationalised and they would be free to choose between using their own
networks, investing and expanding these, and where they might use the
Government-owned Telstra Network services.

• Presumably the Telstra Network company would be prevented from
competing in services, otherwise the same regulatory concerns which
gave rise to the proposal for structural separation would re-emerge (but
only worse if access regulation has been abandoned or watered down in
the meantime).

Starting assumptions are questionable

The proposal which sees the Government retaining ownership of the network
has been predicated on a view that the area of greatest significance to the
community is the network. This is quite wrong. Users are far more interested in
services and generally notoverly concerned about which network orwhich
technology delivers them, so long as it is reliable. The area of greatest
significance to users is the services. The network only has value to the extent it
can provide the services people want or need.
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The view has also been put that Telstra’s traditional activities have “obvious
public sector characteristics” and that Telstra would be so dominant (if it were
fully privatised) that it would be almost too powerful to regulate. These are
debatable and, in our view, inaccurate.

On the first point, universal service is a fundamental obligation on Telstra.
However, the overwhelming bulk of standard telephony service is commercial
and supplied in a competitive market setting. Realistically, Telstra’s USOs can
only be supplied as an incremental obligation given that commercial services are
in place. That is, commercial decisions lead to the bulk of network roll-out and
service delivery. If this infrastructure and capability is in place then the additional
cost of providing USOs is lower than it would be

Further, traditional telecommunications services are no-more “public sector” than
provision of food or fuel. The 3 or4% of lines which are not commercial are
required by legislation to be provided by Telstra as USOs with funding
specifically raised from all carriers. These obligations don’t vary if ownership
changes from public sector to private sector.

On the second point, Telstra is effectively regulated, although regulation could
be made more effective. Certainly Telstra can’t ignore the ACCC, the ACA or
legislation. To the extent there is an industry failure, this is mostly because of
policy decisions taken through the 1990s and earlier. Telstra itself cannot
decline to supply universal service whether it is publicly owned or private as this
is a legislative requirement. Indeed, Telstra would have more scope to avoid
effective regulation or its USOs as a government owned company than a fully
privatised one largely because of the conflict in interestbetween ownership and
regulation. Publicly owned entities can default without the same redress as
privately owned ones

Specific efficiency concerns

There are several concerns for investors with the structural separation options,
notably the latter one which envisages a government owned network operator
and a privatised retail operator.

• No role is envisaged for equity capital markets in Telstra network’s
infrastructure spending, which significantly raises network investment
cost.

• There is a fallacious view put about by advocates of Government
ownership of infrastructure that it faces lower financing costs.

• Network operating costs would increase significantly.

• Relative value would depend on an a wide range of possible access
prices.

• There are significant practical problems in determining a boundary
between Telstra Network and Telstra Services (due to rapid
technological change and evolution).

• Raises significant issues for other carriers.

• Loss of synergy between network and services.

Equity capital market is best placed to influence capital
investment decisions

Telstra spends A$3.5bn or more on infrastructure each year, and about 3 times
that on operating expenditure. Public ownership and scrutiny through
Government and Parliament are not the ideal discipline on this spending. This is
because there is no clear ownership of decisions, with the burden of bad
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decisions spread across the tax-payer base. The risk of this is that regulatory
and policy arrangements might be used to “cover” the financial effects of bad or
badly executed investment decisions.

The separation option would remove the role of the private equity capital market
from much of infrastructure spending despite the high level of this, and the
capital markets’ expertise in disciplining spending and most efficiently funding
investment. The reduction in scrutiny and appraisal is likely to lead to
significantly higher capital costs.

In general, a single government owned entitywill not be able to meet the needs
of a modern telecommunications industry. A well-established economic principle
is that no central agency can ever possess the knowledge needed to achieve
what an efficient, competitive market can accomplish without central planning.
For instance, Government owned network organisation certainly would not have
market incentive to keep up with the most appropriate technology, service range
or level of quality. It would not have a market incentive to be accountable for
these aspects of capacity.

The Government’s record in making technology decisions is poor because it
lacks the risk assessment approach, diversity and range of expertise of private
capital markets. Private investors suffer if they make bad decisions;
Government investors avoid this by passing the pain onto a wide taxpayer base.
There are lots of different private sector investors many with specialisation in
different types of analysis and risk assessment. A Government network
company is not the appropriate organisation to be making major decisions on
major telecommunications investments or taking responsibility for network
service provision.

Do Government entities face lower financing costs? Not really,
its borne by taxpayers

One fallacious point noted in favour of Government investment in infrastructure
(or Government owned entities) is that Governments face a lower interest rate
than private investors. Advocates of direct Government investment suggest that
it would be therefore cheaper for the nation if Government invested in such
infrastructure rather private investors.

That some people use this seemingly appealing argument demonstrates they
have missed the point about such investment. It is inherently risky because
future outcomes are unknown. However, if investors are aware they risk losing
their money then they can face up to such risks and manage it. For instance,
they do research into possible outcomes, look at contingency plans and risk-
sharing arrangements. There is ongoing appraisal and monitoring of risk and
management of it.

In the structural separation proposal, capital lenders may offer the Government
(or Government entities) cheaper rates only because they (the lenders) will not
face risk of default or loss of investment. In this case, there is less incentive to
manage risk. If the infrastructure project or entity fails lenders will still get their
interestpayments and investment funds back because Governments are backed
by taxpayers. Taxpayers bear the risk. Advocates of such Government
investment should take into account the interests of taxpayers in bearing the
consequence if an investment goes wrong.

Network operating costs would increase significantly

A government owned network operator would not have sufficient discipline on
cost control. Network capital and operating costs are likely to increase sharply.
This would either be passed onto the retail company and other service providers
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as higher network access charges, be absorbed in “friendlier” regulation (say
higher price caps) or ultimately be funded by the taxpayer.

One of the principles on which the telecommunications options are based is to
maximise employment in the sector. Prior to privatisation Telstra had 93,000
employees, more than twice as high as it does now, and accordingly unit costs
were much higher than they are now.

The principle on full employment contradicts another principle on “ensuring
cheapest and fairest prices”. It also contradicts the principle on maximising
competition and investment. How do companies compete fairly when one is
burdened with an employment maximisation objective? The risk is that it
competes because it has a favourable regulatory structure, not because it is
efficient.

Maximising employment is not an appropriate policy within an industry. It takes
employment from more efficient areas, and in times of full employment is
inflationary. It can hold back legitimate full employment. In the extreme,
governments may find short term “solutions” to employment issues with industry
policy but create bigger longer term problems, including bigger employment
issues.

Relative value would depend on arbitrary access prices

The options paper suggests the value of the network company would be
between $2Obn and $25bn. In principle the value depends on the lowerof the
discounted cashflow generated from operating the network or the network
replacement cost. However, given the economic structure of the industry, only
one network will operate in many areas so the network replacement test is
redundant. And the cashflow derived from network operation will be subject to
regulated charges.

If Telstra is separated into a network company and services company, with the
formerbeing owned by Government and the latter being fully privatised, the
relative value of the two would depend largely on the access price arrangements
between the two, and to third parties. In general, the higher the transfer price,
the greater the value of the network company and the lower the value of the
services company.

As stated previously, if the network services company is to recover all its costs,
including capital cost, then interconnection prices would have to increase.
Indeed, they may increase quite substantially if operating and capital costs
increase for the reasons outlined above. Quiteapart from the level of access
price, they are unlikely to be efficiently structured; theywould vary for different
access services but not in an efficient way. Efficient price structures require an
efficient market environment.

In general, if transfer prices are too high then the value of the privately owned
services company would be lower than if prices were set in a more efficient
structure. Probably the value of the services company would be significantly
below the current market value ofthe privatised part of Telstra (49.9%). In this
case, compensation would be a significant factor in any restructuring.

Any ex ante evaluation of the appropriate compensation would be very
judgemental given the novel operating structure and its inherent inefficiencies. It
would be impossible to get this right except by coincidence, in which case it
would be resolved as a political bargaining exercise.

On the other hand, if the level of transfer prices is too low, then this would
increase the value of the services company, but reduce the value of the
Government owned network company. This would tend to undermine the
economic incentive for furthernetwork investment. In turn, this would either lead
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to under-development of the network or, more likely a “bail-out” by taxpayers.
Most likely it would be a combination of the two with under investment in some
areas, and taxpayer-funded, politically-stimulated investment in other areas.

Of course other factors apart from the transfer access prices will also influence
the relative value of the two companies. For instance, an inefficient network
company (say for the reasons outlined in the previous two sections) would tend
to pass on its inefficiencies to the services company, indeed to all services
companies. These factors tend to compound the relative valuation and
compensation issues.

Significant practical problems in defing a separation boundary

Given the significant and increasing interaction between network activities and
service provision, it is increasingly difficult to determine where the boundary
would lie between a network and services businesses.

• In which company would the systems for service initiation and

provisioning lie?

• Which company would be responsible for billing information?

• If a new service required a software upgrade in exchanges which party
would do it and with what priority?

• If a services company wanted to differentiate itself on the basis of its
service range orquality, it might become hostage to operational
constraints in the network company.

• How would the Government network operator prioritise competing
demands for rollout and development by different service providers?
Given physical capacity constraints, it would need some prioritisation,
which raises the risk of favouritism.

It would be a worse outcome to inhibit the ability of telcos to exploit scope
between network and services in order to create an artificial level playing field.
In principle, regulation (and policy driven structural responses) doesn’t take
these scope advantages away. Regulation should stop them from being abused
(or at least try to) and, where there is effective access regulation, encourage
other players to exploit these benefits to some extent.

What about other carriers and their networks?

Given the inherent synergy between network ownership and service provision,
various service providers have strong incentives to develop their own network
infrastructure as far as possible. Most have done so to varying extents. In the
proposed structural separation, it is not clear whether competitors would be
forced to use the Government network or free to develop their own?

If theyare obliged to use the Government network, then what would become of
the $lObn ormore invested in competitive networks by Optus and others?
Would these be bought out too, and if so at what price? Simply recovering sunk
cost would be a boon for some. But of course this would leave the taxpayer
picking up the cost of investment decisions that have not worked out. It would
be a welcome relief to some carriers.

On the other hand if service providers are notcompelled to use the Government
network, or if it is not cheap orsubsidised by tax-payers, service providers would
develop their own networks in order to better control their own services. What
would force Telstra Retail to use the Government owned network rather than use
its cashflow to incrementally build out its own network? Optus would become
the de facto incumbent carrier with a significantly greater integrated network than
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any of its competitors. As each year passes the Government network would
become more and more redundant leaving taxpayers holding an asset which is
increasingly under-utilised by service providers which have built to meet their
own needs.

Loss of synergy between network and services would set back
industry development

We noted that, historically, protected incumbent telco operators had limited
incentive to solve more complex service needs orproduce differentiated service
to met different needs (page 6.) One concern we have with the proposed
separation is that a dominant network company would have limited incentive to
develop new technologies and approaches to service. Of course, this also
depends on the level of network competition and whether the arrangements
prevent or inhibit network competitors such as Optus and others from exploring
such developments.

It is not clear from the proposal what would happen to the networks of
competitors. If they are to be nationalised and no service provider is able to
develop network technologies, then the risk is that the Australian
telecommunications industry would slip into a state of technical lethargy.

Of course, if non-Telstra carriers are free to continue network development then
they will quickly become more advanced in their services and the technology
behind these than the Telstra services company which is constrained to work
through a contract process with the network company. This would increasingly
marginalise and further reduce the value in Telstra Services. If instead it is free
to invest in its own infrastructure, then as each year passes it competes more
and more with Telstra Network, and each year this becomes more of a rump
serving low margin areas and an increasing burden on its shareholders (the
taxpayer).

In short, a separation which limits competitive market pressure risks increasing
technological inefficiency. A separation where Telstra Services is able to invest
in network and Telstra Network is allowed to compete in services may get
around this problem. However, in the short term while it is being established it
causes significant adjustment problems, including delays in service rollout (such
as broadband for instance). And in the long term after it has been established,
we are back where wewere with the same issues but a more complex industry
structure. It tookAT&T the better part of two years to complete its strucural
separation in the early 1980s, it did not solve fundamental access issues and the
industry in the US is still searching out a better structure for convergence.
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3 Specific impacts
On the basis of our analysis wedraw the following conclusions in terms of
specific impacts as listed in the terms of reference for the Inquiry. These are
mostly negative although there may well be some beneficiaries. Overall,
however, there is no doubt that consumers, the telecommunications industry and
the national economy would all be worse off because of the additional costs and
distortion to industry development that would be caused by this separation
proposal.

The efficient provision of services to end users

We would expect a significant decline in the efficient provision of services to end
users. There are several reasons for this.

First, efficient provision requires a close working relationship between the those
responsible for customer relationship services, service initiation and
maintenance and network provisioning. A notable development at Telstra as
competition has become more effective has been organisational change
designed to foster better interaction between these areas. This has the purpose
of making network development and operation more responsive to the
developing service needs of consumers.

The proposed structural separation means that such interaction would be
constrained by the contract arrangements between Telstra Services and Telstra
Network. This may work well in some cases but would be tested in many other
cases, say, where end user needs change quickly orwhere services require
particular network features (such as security, rapid data-location etc). In a single
organisation issues can be solved quickly with good management oversight.

In the proposed structural separation arrangement issues may take significantly
more time to be resolved. Contracts cannot always specific where relevant
responsibilities lie. It may not be clear from case to case whether these occur on
the services or network side. Further, because it doesn’t face the end customer
and has no competitive market performance incentive, the Government owned
Telstra Network may not be concerned to resolve such issues efficiently.

Second, efficiency also requires an efficient cost structure, and with effective
competition this leads to better service prices. The proposed structural
separation increases costs for the reasons outlined in the previous sections.
This will lead inevitably to higher prices for end users.

Regional and rural services

We are likely to see a far worse outcome for regional and rural services. The
same constraints to efficient service outlined above also apply to regional and
rural services but are compounded by two further issues. First, there is far less
likelihood of competition in such areas. In cities and metropolitan areas
competition could force some degree of responsiveness say pushing service
providers to bang the table more loudly if Telstra Network takes too long to
respond to a service initiation request ora maintenance problem.

At least city and metropolitan areas benefit to some extent because not all
äompetitors are network-neutered; there would some degree of network
competition, say from Optus and some other third tier players. This may well
evolve more quickly to fill the gap in service left by the proposed structural
separation. Indeed, if Telstra Services is not barred from network investment it
is likely to build out infrastructure quickly in City and some metropolitan areas
quite quickly.
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But such responses are unlikely in rural and regional areas. Economicprovision
of network and services is rarely commercial on a stand-alone basis, a point
indicated in the 1988 review of the cost of Telstra’s (then Telecom’s) Community
Service Obligations. However, if services in rural and regional areas are part of
a wider, typically national service provision then they are likely to be commercial
in many regional and rural areas on an incremental basis. That is the additional
cost of extending service rollout to each regional and rural area is much less
than the stand-alone cost.

This is a fundamental principle of telecommunications service in rural and
regional areas. It is also an important underlying principle of USO provision in
non-commercial areas. If the proposed structural separation changed these
underlying (incremental) relationships then it would either lead to a decline in
USO services oran increase in USO costs.

Apart from the incremental cost implications, the overall cost implications of the
structural separation proposal noted earlierwould also be greater in rural and
regional areas. This is because the greater distances and lower population
density increase network requirements on average. The overall effect is a
significantly greater average cost per user. In turn, this means either significant
increases in charges in rural and regional areas ora significant increase in USO
cost.

In summary, the structural separation proposal would inevitably lead to a decline
in services and orservice levels in regional and rural areas, possibly a failure of
commercial service provision in many regional and rural areas and a blow-out in
USO costs.

Teistra’s ability to continue to provide a full array of
telecommunications and advanced network services

Telstra Services and Telstra Network would be significantly constrained
compared to Telstra (as it is now) in providing the full array of
telecommunications and advanced network services. This is largely because
theymust work through necessarily complex contract arrangements in order to
maintain the existing service range and to introduce new services. In a single
company such issues are worked out through internal arrangements and any
difficulties may be resolved quickly if there is good management oversight. In
contrast, disagreements between two contracted parties may take weeks to
resolve following dispute resolution procedures in the contract.

For instance, what if Telstra Services saw some service development as a
priority and this required certain network changes which Telstra Network
considered as non priority or too expensive?

A significant problem may emerge if Telstra Network preferred one technology
butTelstra Services preferred the service features of another. These issues
may not be easy to resolve in two stand-alone companies and so this may delay
rollout of new technology and services.

A significant feature of centralised Government provision of network is that there
is little incentive to develop network potential and indeed to develop new uses of
the network and promote demand. The outcome of such Government provision
through the

20
th century was limited innovation, long queues for basic service

provision and inhibited demand by consumers.

Further, because of the cost increases indicated earlier it is likely that some
marginal services that require network development may not be rolled out at all.
This would be compounded if arrangements between the two companies made it
harder to market new services to develop demand. For instance, broadband is
still largely a marginal economic service. A probable outcome of structural
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separation is that it would raise costs and inhibit the development of demand,
slowing the economic case for rapid broadband rollout. Instead, rivalry between
integrated service and network companies supported by an efficient access
regime is a far better basis for such service rollout.

Ongoing investment in new network infrastructure

it is hard to say ex ante whether network investment would increase or
decrease, but almost certainly it would be less efficient. Regulated, particularly
government-owned utilities such as Telstra Network often over-invest because
they can pass on excess costs to captive customers or, if that fails, to tax-
payers. Such gold-plating is rarely efficient investment however.

This outcome may depend on how Telstra Network is regulated. A price cap
approach may be more efficient and so may ormay not lead to more or less
investment. As the regulatory model becomes more complex the outcomes for
investment become less certain, but probably more efficient. For instance, the
price control arrangements that have been in place since full competition was
introduced in July 1997 have encouraged over-investment in backbone
infrastructure and under investment in access infrastructure. This is likely to be
one of the main reasons that

3
rd tier players have failed to find an effective

competitive role in theAustralian telecommunications market.

One concern is that regulatory arrangements for the structural separation
proposal have not been specified. Our analysis (below) is that structural
separation would not solve regulatory issues, but may make them worse. In this
case, it is hard to say whether network investment would increase ordecrease
butalmost certainly it would be less efficient for two reasons.

First, overall investment costs would increase for the inefficiency reasons
outlined on page 8.

Second, investment signals would be distorted because of the greater separation
between end users and the investment decision. The usage information that
should signal efficient decisions about where and how much to invest, as well as
issues on optimal timing, choice of technology and so on would instead have
somehow to passed through Telstra Services to Telstra Network. This additional
barrier with its inherent complexity of contract arrangements is likely to distort
that investment decision making process.

It is notable that as competition has increased in effectiveness, albeit slowly, that
Telstra has had to reorganise itself so that these signals are more appropriately
felt and responded to with better investment decisions. This step forward would
be undone with the proposal for structural separation.

The wider telecommunications industry

Given our analysis in the preceding sections, it is likely that the wider
telecommunications industry would be increasingly inefficient as each year
passed. This would be a direct result of both an increase in costs and prices as
well as a distortion of the market signals set back from increase.

In particular, we would be concerned that service development could be set back
many years given the inherent distortion in investment signals and increase in
overall costs.

Third tier competitors would be no better off than under current arrangements,
and indeed could be worse off if the change in industry structure leads to a
dilution of access regulation.

Possibly the arrangements may boost Optus. It may find it worthwhile to fill the
position of the carrier formerly known as Telstra, at least in city and metropolitan
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areas. It is unlikely to do so in many regional and rural areas. If so then this
would mitigate our concerns to some extent. However, it should also indicate
that there are advantages in being an integrated network and services firm over
the structural separation proposal. If Optus does step into the void, a further
complication may arise if access to its network by

3
Id tier players is constrained

and theaccess regime has been watered down or removed in favourof direct
control over Telstra Network.

The telecommunications regulatory regime

The risk to competition would increase, rather than decrease, if the proposal lead
to a weakening of access and competition regulation.

The structural options paper suggests that parts of the existing regulatory
framework may become redundant. In particular some kind of access regime
would still be required butwould focus more on technical matters. Other benefits
claimed are that the regulatory model would be less cumbersome and intrusive
and deliver clearer pricing and investment signals. It is claimed this would lead
to more efficient capital allocation and would allow more efficient and effective
price controls. Untrue!

These claims are based on a view that commercial access to a network
company would occur without the inherent conflicts in the existing regime.
However, the conflicts would still occur because a network company would still
compete for business with other network operators and compete for capital.
Without a regulator to arbitrate commercial prices, there would be no real
constraint to it pricing access in an anti-competitive way. The main difference
with the current regime would be that the network operator would lack a market-
driven commercial objective; its non-market objectives (higher employment
levels, over-engineering, easy life) may compound commercial conflicts.

Competition can best deliver the benefits of choice, responsiveness and vigour
in pricing if service providers and competing infrastructure providers have
effective access to the incumbent’s network. Regulatory developments over the
past 20 years have mostly focussed on how to ensure effective, if not equal,
access. Until recently, industry development has mostly gone the other way,
with most telcos increasing in size and complexity. Many of these have not
realised the benefits of size and integration.

If scale and integration can be harnessed, theycan bring significant economic
benefits. The risk is that they can be used to inhibit competition and dilute
effective network access.

Telstra’s shareholder value and its shareholders

Inevitably there would be a decline in the value of Telstra although it is hard to
be sure without the proposal being made more definite. By this we mean that
the sum of the value of Telstra Services plus Telstra Network would be less than
the sum of Telstra as it stands today.

The reduction in value as we see it would result from:

An increase in the overall cost of the two businesses because of duplication and
cost inefficiency.

A decrease in revenue prospects because of the distortion in market signals
between users and network investment.

A related issue is that the share of value between the two entities depends on
the contractual arrangements between the two companies including transfer
price arrangements. One risk is that because of the Government-owned, largely
monopoly nature of Telstra Network it might be free to increase access charges
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without any significant constraints. Indeed, initially it might need to because in
order to recover all costs. This factor would tend to lead to a transferof value
from Telstra Services (and other service companies) to Telstra Network.

The extent of impact of these access arrangements may not become clear until
some time after the separation has occurred and investors have some time to
assess how the arrangements between the two companies might work. This
delay might complicate any compensation arrangements for Telstra
shareholders.

Potential impact of separation on stock indices

Afurther issue to be considered with respect to a the structural separation of
Telstra is the impact that such a proposal would have on Telstra’s position within
the context of the stock market and its investors. Materially changing the size of
Telstra as a listed entity is likely to have a significant impact on the stock’s share
price and volatility which would be detrimental to both current and future
shareholders.

A significant source of investor demand for stocks (such as Telstra) relates to
their index weighting. Simply, the larger the index weight of a stock the greater
the level of underlying index demand there is. Telstra currently makes up about
5.38% of the S&P ASX 200 (a local index). Telstra makes up 2.27% of the MSCI
Australia, which is an index against which global investors will commonly
benchmark. The indexweightof a stock is influenced by a range of factors
including its overall market capitalisation, liquidity (turnover of stock), foreign
ownership restrictions and the level of strategic ownership.

Changes in the indexweight of a stock because of changes to one of the
underlying factors above can have a material impact on the share price. For
example in 2001 the major global stock market indices, run by MSCI,
incorporated foreign ownership restrictions into their Index methodology. In
doing so, stocks such as Telstra which have restrictions on the allowable level of
foreign ownership had their representation in the MSCI Indices substantially
reduced. The adjustment to the new approach which reduced Telstra’s index
weight was done over two tranches. From the day the changes were announced
to the date of the first tranche, Telstra’s stock price fell from $6.52 to $5.50, or
16%. The stock then fell a further 14% to $4.73 between the first and second
tranches. While some of the decline can be attributed to weakness in global
telcos there is little doubt that Telstra’s reduced index weight in global indices
contributed to the stock’s decline & volatility over this time.

Telstra is currently the
5

th largest stock in the local S&P/ASX Indices (those used
by local Australian fund managers to track the Australian stock market) and the
I
1~

hlargest stock in the MSCI Australia Index (the Index used by most global
fund managers to track the Australian stock market). This means that to a
certain extent, funds currently tracking the Australian stock market have to hold
Telstra in their portfolio. If Telstra’s weight within these Indices was substantially
reduced, significant selling pressure would be an inevitable result as would a
reduced focus of fund managers on the stock.

Tables 3- 5 below detail a numberof scenarios post separation and the index-
related selling that would likely result from the reduced market capitalisation of
Telstra. We have estimated the index related selling using 3 assumptions as to
the remaining equity value of Telstra Services ($1 Obn, $2Obn and $3Obn). We
have also looked at each scenario in the context of a foreign ownership
restriction (of 49%) and no foreign ownership restriction.
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Table 3: $lObn listed entity, full free float

Table 4: $2Obn listed entity, full free float

Current Weight Post Weight

Weight restructure Change
Expected

Index selling (Sm)

S&P/ASX 50 6.52% 4.45% -2.06% -$28.4
S&P/ASX 100 5.70% 3.88% -1.82% -$66.7
S&PIASX 200 5.38% 3.66% -1.72% -$238.9
S&P/ASX 300 5.32% 3.62% -1.70% -$143.4
MSCI Australia (no FOR) 2.27% 4.36% 2.09% $472.9
MSCI Australia (49% FOR) 2.27% 2.19% -0.09% -$21.4
FTSE Australia 2.33% 4.29% 1.96% included in MSCI
FTSE Australia (49% FOR) 2.33% 2.15% -0.18% included in MSCI

Total (no FOR) -$4.6
Total (49% FOR) -$499.0

Note: FOR = Foreign ownership restriction

Source:

Table 5: $3Obn listed entity, full free float

Current Weight Post Weight Expected
Weight restructure Change Index selling (Sm)

There would be no material change for S&P/ASX Indices
MSCI Australia (no FOR) 2.27% 6.41% 4.13% $936.7
MSCI Australia (49% FOR) 2.27% 3.24% 0.97% $218.8
FTSE Australia 2.33% 6.30% 3.97% included in MSCI
FTSE Australia (49% FOR) 2.33% 3.19% 0.86% included in MSCI

Total (no FOR) $936.7
Total (49% FOR) $218.8

Note: FOR = Foreign ownership restriction
Source:

In summary the tables above show that:

• At $lObn market capitalisation for Telstra Services, and with no FOR, local
Index selling is estimated to be $980m worth and international selling will be
immaterial. This is a substantial level of selling pressure given that Telstra’s
monthly average turnovercurrently is around $85m.

• At a market capitalisation of $IObn, a 49% FOR, local selling is estimated to
be $980m, international selling $265m — combined selling of $1 .25bn

S&P/ASX 50
S&P/ASX 100
S&P/ASX 200

S&P/ASX 300
MSCI Australia (no FOR)
MSCI Australia (49% FOR)
FTSE Australia
FTSE Australia (49% FOR)

Current

Weight
WeightPost

restructure
Weight

Change
Expected

Index selling (Sm)
6.52% 2.28% -4.24% -$58.4
5.70% 1.98% -3.72% -$136.7
5.38% 1.86% -3.51% -$488.7

5.32% 1.84% -3.48% -$293.3
2.27% 2.23% -0.04% -$11.5
2.27% 1.11% -1.17% -$267.0
2.33% 2.19% -0.14% included in MSCI
2.33% 1.09% -1.24%

Total (no FOR)
Total (49% FOR)

included in MSCI
-$988.6

-$1,244.1
Note: FOR = Foreign ownership restriction

Source:
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• At a market capitalisation of $2Obn, and with no FOR, local selling is
estimated to be $480m with international buying of $470m - so net nothing

• At a market capitalisation of $2Obn, with a FOR, local selling is estimated at
$480m, with international selling immaterial — net selling of $480m

• At a market capitalisation of $3Obn, and with no FOR, local selling
immaterial, international buying $935m — net buying of $935m

• At a market capitalisation of $3Obn, 49% FOR, local selling immaterial,
international buying $220m — net buying of $220m

Reduction in interestof overseas investors

There is also likely to be collateral damage to investment in Australia from
offshore, particularly if overseas investors are not adequatelycompensated for
any change in ownership and structure of Telstra. The implementation of any ill-
considered policy on such a scale is likely to lead to an increase in overseas
investors’ views of sovereign risk generally, and lead to a net reduction in
overseas investment in Australia.

The Commonwealth budget

The effects on the Commonwealth budget would be significantly negative,
although it is difficult to be precise without being clearer about where and how
separation occurs, including access charging arrangements and respective
ownership of Telstra Services and Telstra Network. On the basis that Telstra
Services is fully privatised, Telstra Network is full government owned and
existing shareholders in Telstra are appropriately compensated then the budget
effect might be a combination of three key factors:

• a one off reduction through the buy-back of the 49.9% of Telstra in
order to undertake the structural separation;

• a one-off gain from the sale of Telstra Services after a separation;

• probably a net reduction in dividend receipts.

Buying back Telstra

It is unlikely that Telstra could be structurally separated even while it is partially
privatised given it is hard and maybe impossible to do this without making
minority shareholders worse off. It is hard to imagine the Board would approve it
and run the risk of shareholder reaction or legal action. Maybe the Government
could provide immunity but this transfers the risk to Government. Structural
separation would be more sensible if the Government bought back Telstra first.

At current market prices this would require about $3Obn from budget to acquire
the privatised 49.9%. The likelihood of a forced acquisition would drive up share
prices

Given some people bought their shares from the Government at $7.40 and $7.80
on the basis of that Telstra was an integrated company, and that the regulatory
framework was established (an did not include structural separation) they may
argue for compensation to be increased to these prices. In this case, the budget
requirement might be about 50% higher than current market value.

If competitors have their networks nationalised as well then the compensation
would be increased by at least $5bn to lObn (depending what aspects are
nationalised), maybe much more depending on what value has been added as
these networks have become established.
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Subsequent Privatisation of Telstra Services

The value that might be realised from a subsequent full privatisation of Telstra
Services would depend significantly on contract arrangements between Telstra
Services and Telstra Network, in particular access prices. A high access price
would lead to a lowervalue for Telstra Services. Given the artificial nature of
these are arrangements there are likely to be some compounding factors. First,
contract arrangements are likely to be very complex; the greater the complexity
the greater the uncertainty for investors and the lower the value of Telstra
Services. Similarly, if the contract details do not cover all aspects, or if they
leave room for doubt, then this also raises uncertainty and so reduces the value
of Telstra Services.

A lower access price and friendlier terms and conditions would transfervalue
from Telstra Network to Telstra Services and other telcos (as well as consumers)
and so increase the amount that might be raised in a privatisation of Telstra
Services. However the effect is not revenue-neutral because it is shared with
other telcos and consumers.

Even with a low access charge and friendly arrangements it is hard to see that a
privatisation of a Telstra Services company which is notable to invest in network
directly to meet changing needs, while its competitors are, would be of great
interest to investors, especially to overseas investors. The uncertainties
mentioned above would also hurt valuation. It is hard to see circumstances
where a network-neutered Telstra services company would be worth as much as
$IObn, probably much less.

A probable reduction in dividend income.

The Government should receive about $AI .48bn in dividends from Telstra this
year. The amount it might receive in dividends from Telstra Network would
depend largely on the access prices it charged (that is, these would be the key
determinant of profit) and Telstra Network’s reinvestment policy.

As we have noted access charges would probably have to increase in order for
Telstra Network to recover all its costs. If theydid not increase then there is a
risk that Telstra Network would not generate enough cash to reinvest in network
maintenance and development. Even with an increase in access charges there
is likely to be significantly lowerprofit given the increase in costs from duplication
and inefficiency and loss of synergy between network functions and service
functions. Inevitably, there would be a significant decline in dividend receipts. If
Telstra Network is increasingly marginalised as Telstra Services and competitors
build out and use their own infrastructure, then dividend receipts will continue to
decline over time.

Dividends are risky

It is also worth noting that in these comparisons of budget impact that there is a
fallacy in comparing dividends foregone with interest saved. For instance,
advocates of Government ownership of Teistra argue that the loss of dividends
from selling the Government’s remaining stake in Telstra would be greater than
the interest saved if the proceeds of a sale where used to reduce debt. This is a
fallacy, of course, as the comparison doesn’t adjust for the risky nature of
dividends compared with debt, and that Government’s pass this risk onto
taxpayers.

The fallacy is also apparent in the case of structural separation, and the risk may
be greater. For instance, if Telstra Network faced lower profits and a decline in
dividends, the owner, who is also responsible for regulation may be inclined to
increase access charges rather than bear the budget consequences of a
reduction in dividends.
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.and not readily budgetted for

Equity investment with dividend return (and share price performance in the case
of privatised companies) is risky, particularly in a sector under going significant
change. Because dividend returns can vary significantly from period to period,
investors, whether government, business orsimply householders should not rely
on equity returns to meet budget requirements.

Dividends are a discretionary matter and are not always paid reliably. Of course
the reliability of each depends on the circumstances ofeach company, but on a
like-for-like basis, dividends are riskier than interest returns.

.but generally you can budget on interest income

Bonds are more appropriate for that purpose. They are relatively safer because
they have a prior claim on profit orassets before dividends are paid. In extreme
cases, say in a winding up, theyare safer because they have priority in
repayment before equity holders.

More usually, interest payments on bonds are rarely defaulted on by established
companies which are trading well. They can be relied on with a high degree of
certainty. This means that a bond investment with a well-established secure
company can be relied on for budget purposes.

Equity investment is about wealth creation.. .debt is more about income

It is a basic principle to use a good equity strategy for wealth creation but use
secure bonds and interest income for a secure income stream. Some blue chip
equities may look like safe and secure and give the appearance of certain
dividend returns. Good companies will try to maintain a certain dividend payout
ratio. They are certainly appropriate in a portfolio of investments which maymix
wealth creation and income objectives.

The recent market performance of stocks regarded as blue chips (Brambles and
AMP) show fundamentals can change as the market evolves. It is unsafe to rely
on equity returns for budget purposes. Instead equity investments are
essentially about wealth creation rather than safe steady income orwealth
distribution. That means they require relatively active management with a view
to how the equity investor can influence performance.

The risk with structural separation is that the wealth creation role of the
telecommunications industry (i.e providing services of value to the community)
becomes distorted because the Telstra Network company has conflicting
objectives (wealth creation, regulatory and policy) and because its owner, the
Government is both regulator, owner and policy maker.

Maybe there would be some beneficiaries from structural
separation

Our comments on the proposal are pretty much all negative comments. We can
see no merit in the proposal to force structural separation. However, two or
three parties could benefit, its just that their benefit is notearned but comes at
the expense of telecommunications consumers, the industry and the economy:

• Optus (assuming its network is not also nationalised) would be a
significant beneficiary as it would become the largest integrated telco.
Customers whose service relies on ready infrastructure would be
dissatisfied with the decline in Telstra’s service and so are most likely
to migrate to Optus.

• Management and employees at Telstra Network would be
beneficiaries. Generally, theywould not face competitive pressure nor
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shareholder pressure to be efficient in either their control of costs or
their responsiveness to service needs.

• Investment bankers, lawyers and consultants and others who would
advise on the massive transaction would earn significant windfall gains.

H
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